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Abstract

In recent years, depth cameras (such as Microsoft Kinect and ToF cameras) have gained much popularity in computer
graphics, visual computing and virtual reality communities due to their low price and easy availability. While depth
cameras (e.g. Microsoft Kinect) provide RGB images along with real-time depth information at high frame rate, the
depth images often suffer from several artifacts due to inaccurate depth measurement. These artifacts highly degrade
the visual quality of the depth frames. Most of these artifacts originate from two main sources – the missing/invalid
depth values and fluctuating valid depth values on the generated contents. In this paper, we propose a new depth
image enhancement method, for the contents of depth cameras, which addresses these two main sources of artifacts.
We introduce a robust 1D Least Median of Squares (1D LMedS) approach to estimate the depth values of those pixels
which have missing/invalid depth values. We use a sequence of frames to look for invalid depth values (considered
as outliers), and finally, replace those values with stable and more plausible depth values. By doing so, our approach
improves the unstable nature of valid depth values in captured scenes that is perceived as flickering. We use self-
recorded and reference datasets along with reference methods to evaluate the performance of our proposed 1D LMedS.
Experimental results show improvements both for static and moving parts of a scene.

Keywords: Robust filtering, RGB-D sensor, Depth image, 3D imaging, Depth image enhancement, Virtual reality.

1. Introduction1

Nowadays, researchers often use depth cameras (e.g.2

Microsoft Kinect, ToF cameras) to generate 3D con-3

tents. Due to their low cost and easy availability, sev-4

eral areas in computer graphics (e.g. visual comput-5

ing, human-computer interaction, virtual reality, remote6

collaboration) adopted these cameras as the primary ac-7

quisition device. The sensors of these cameras capture8

a scene with acceptable resolution and speed, but the9

captured depth data exhibit considerable amount of ar-10

tifacts (e.g., flickering artifact and random black spots11

as shown in Figure 1). Most of these artifacts origi-12

nate from two primary sources–invalid depth values and13

fluctuating valid depth values on the generated contents.14

Due to these two prime sources of artifacts, we often15

see highly degraded 3D contents whose quality is of-16

ten too low for many applications such as telepresence,17
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Figure 1: RGB-D frame from a Kinect sensor – (a) color image, (b)
depth image. The artifacts (e.g. the black spots) in (b) occurs due to
the invalid depth values reported by Kinect RGB-D sensor.

object tracking in a scene, forensic analysis of crime18

scenes etc. In case of telepresence, a low quality 3D19

scene capturing limits the sensation of a natural pres-20

ence of remote users on the local site [1]. Similarly, for21

tracking applications, the noise on an object’s surface22

greatly deteriorates the tracking performance. Likewise,23

in forensic analysis of a crime scene, where every detail24

is crucial, a degraded scene might hamper the recovery25

of correct information [2].26

Accordingly, researchers conducted a number of27
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works to enhance the depth frames from the depth cam-28

eras by addressing the aforementioned sources of ar-29

tifacts. In those works, they propose to use different30

filters in combination with motion compensation and31

color image data (see e.g., [1, 3–17]). In this paper,32

we present a robust method of enhancing depth frames33

which is a continuation and extension of our previous34

works [18, 19]. Here we have extended our previous35

works by including a more detailed technical descrip-36

tion of our proposed method, several additional datasets37

and reference works to evaluate our work and, quanti-38

tive and qualitative comparison analysis on real-world39

and artificial depth data. Moreover, we clarify the con-40

cept of general Least Median of Squares and the con-41

cept of how our method improves each pixels of RGB-D42

frames. Furthermore, we demonstrate how our method43

can be implemented to improve the 3D representation44

quality of a telepresence communication.45

Our approach. Contrary to prior works, we propose46

the use of Least Median of Squares (LMedS)[20] and47

extend it to enhance both static and dynamic scenes. By48

adapting LMedS to be used as a 1D (one dimensional)49

LMedS, we go through a sequence of frames, detect the50

invalid and unstable depth values for each pixel, identify51

the outliers among them and finally, replace them with52

stable valid depth values. Our proposed 1D LMedS is53

computationally less expensive than higher dimensional54

LMedS and the application of 1D LMedS on the depth55

frames is efficient. Experimental results show improve-56

ments in filling the invalid depth values and stabilizing57

the valid values for static and dynamic parts of a scene.58

Contribution. Our contribution towards enhancing the59

depth frames of depth cameras is as follows:60

• A computationally inexpensive and efficient way61

of enhancing the depth images for real-time appli-62

cations.63

• Introducing 1D LMedS which fits right into the64

problem domain of depth image enhancement.65

• Formulate the estimator, standard deviation and66

weight function from original LMedS to fit into 1D67

LMedS.68

• Develop a fast data traversal procedure for 1D69

LMedS.70

• Correctly identify the invalid depth values and fluc-71

tuating valid depth values, and stabilize flickering72

artifacts for both the static and dynamic scenes.73

• Evaluate our method with local and reference74

datasets and with reference methods.75

2. Related work76

Over the past few years, we have seen a number of77

works on enhancing the depth images captured by depth78

cameras. Most of these works use filters, like median79

filters [1, 4], Kalman filters [5], guided image filters80

[6, 7, 21, 22], bilateral filters [8, 10–15], and sometimes81

a combination of median and bilateral filters [12, 23].82

Beside the type of applied filter, the approaches can ba-83

sically be categorized by the application of motion com-84

pensation, the covered depth sensor type, the inclusion85

of color image data, and realtime support, for example,86

by hardware acceleration. Most of these approaches uti-87

lize spatial or range filter kernels, while only very few88

of them consider the temporal noise component.89

For instance, Maimone and Fuchs use a GPU-adapted90

median filter for enhancing the depth images [1]. Their91

method successfully fills the black spots on the surface92

of the objects, but it occasionally reports wrong inter-93

polated values. Moreover, it also exhibits temporally94

inconsistent depth frames due to not considering tempo-95

ral information. Matyunin et al. use motion information96

along with a median filter which generates good results97

for some image areas, but suffers mainly from noisy ob-98

ject boundaries [4]. Besides, it suffers from large com-99

putational overhead. Lai et al. propose to use a recursive100

median filter on the depth images from Kinect sensors.101

However, they mainly focus on improving object recog-102

nition accuracy rather than depth map accuracy [24].103

Amamra and Aouf use a GPU-adaptive Kalman filter104

to enhance the depth images in real-time [5]. However,105

this method suffers when object’s surface is sharply re-106

flected. Wasza et al. propose another GPU-based ap-107

proach where a combination of normalized convolution108

and guided filter is used to improve the depth map in109

real-time, but it suffers from blurry object borders [25].110

Some other works (e.g. [10, 11]) use bilateral filters111

for depth image enhancement. Chen et al. use a joint112

bilateral filter where color image is used as guidance113

image [11]. Their method enhances the depth images114

except for the image areas without color information.115

Yang et al. also enhance depth images by using bilat-116

eral filters [12]; but it is not suitable for dynamic scenes117

because it does not consider temporal information.118

Hui and Ngan use a combination of 2D median and119

bilateral filters where the bilateral filter removes the ar-120

tifacts introduced by the median filter [23]. Maimone et121

al. also use a combination of median and bilateral filters122

to enhance the depth images used in telepresence [26].123

Although, their method enhances the surface of objects,124

it exhibits temporally inconsistent depth frames.125

Telea uses an image inpainting method [27] which126
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Figure 2: RGB-D frames from Kinect with static objects – (a) color image, (b) four consecutive depth frames of square marked area of (a). The
depth values of one pixel inside the diamond marked area in (b) are depicted below the frames. We observe three types of depth value distortions:
2047 is an invalid value (reported occasionally), 923 is an outlier and the others are regular depth values fluctuating because of Gaussian noise.
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Figure 3: Invalid and unstable valid depth values from Kinect sensor on a sequence of frames – (a) depth image with the red marked scan line,
(b) depth values of the scan line for 3 consecutive frames of (a), (c) depth values of the green circled marked area on the plots of (b).

considers both the depth and color information to fill-127

in the missing spots [14]. However, it considers only128

the spatial relationship among the pixels, resulting in129

wrong interpolated values and noisy object boundaries.130

Camplani et al. use an iterative joint-bilateral filter131

which combines depth and color data by analyzing132

an edge-uncertainty map and pre-detected foreground133

regions [8, 28]. It performs well for static scenes,134

but is not suitable for dynamic scenes. Other works135

(e.g. [17, 29]) also focus on depth map processing, but136

these are based on stereo [29] or are specific to time-of-137

flight (ToF) sensors [17].138

There are also other works which utilize color image139

data to enhance the quality of the corresponding depth140

images (e.g. [9, 30–32]). While most of these meth-141

ods use the Markov Random Field model or the auto re-142

gression model to enhance the depth images, they differ143

mainly in the design of regularization terms in the objec-144

tive function. The resulting depth images are quite good145

and contain almost no artifacts. Although, the energy146

minimization approaches, which these works use, are147

computationally expensive [30], recent computational148

development would enable these methods to be used149

for realtime applications. There are also some works150

(e.g. [33]) which use color-depth image pairs and inter-151

polation based approach to refine and enhance the cor-152

responding depth images. The authors in [33] propose153

a combination of de-noise and interpolation method154

which performs quite well for stationary objects of a155

scene; it nicely refines the areas with artifacts in depth156

images.157

We have also seen works (e.g. [17, 23, 34, 35]) which158

use the flow of information in consecutive color images.159

In [17], Kim et al. use a combination of spatial and tem-160

poral depth enhancement process that considers motion161

flow between consecutive color images to infer infor-162

mation about object motion in the corresponding depth163

images. However, they basically ignore this data in the164

dynamic parts of the depth images as they use it only to165

detect stationary parts. Based on this, they apply a bi-166

lateral filter to improve the quality which works well for167

static parts. Hui et. al. enhance depth images captured168

from a moving RGB-D system [23]. They also esti-169

mate the optical flow of consecutive color images. How-170
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ever, instead of building a temporal filter on top of the171

obtained data, their method estimates additional depth172

cues from the flow which are then combined with the173

original depth images. Their method is intended for mo-174

bile setups and not applicable to stationary cameras as175

considered in our case. Another work [35] by Avetisyan176

et. al. also use optical flow between successive frames177

and they are able to get decent quality depth frames. Al-178

though their method works in real-time, it suffers when179

missing data or noise stays persistently in one region of180

the depth image sequence. Besides, their method occa-181

sionally yields invalid motion vectors which deteriorate182

the estimated history of depth values; as a result, ghost-183

ing artifacts are shown for fast moving objects.184

Even though each of the mentioned works is designed185

to solve different issues related to the depth data from186

depth cameras and they perform well in their respective187

applications areas, most of them lack in considering the188

temporal inconsistency and often, they suffer from large189

computational overhead. In this paper, we address the190

temporal inconsistency issue of depth cameras.191

3. Problem description192

Depth cameras (such as Kinects and ToF cameras) ex-193

hibit artifacts in the form of missing data, invalid depth194

values and valid fluctuating depth values. Here we use195

Kinect data to illustrate the artifacts, because major part196

of the depth image enhancement works utilize Kinects197

as acquisition device. Figure 1 shows the artifacts found198

on Kinect’s depth frames. These artifacts occur because199

the structured light sensor of a Kinect produces faulty200

depth measurements. A Kinect captures both the color201

and depth data of a scene. The depth of an object is202

measured by projecting light patterns from an infrared203

light source to the object space [36]. An infrared cam-204

era receives the reflected light pattern from the surface205

of the object and compares it against a reference pat-206

tern. An estimated disparity image of the objects inside207

a scene and corresponding depth calculations are ob-208

tained by the differences between the captured patterns209

and the reference pattern [8, 37]. The faulty depth mea-210

surements of a Kinect might originate due to multiple211

reflections, strong lighting conditions, scattering object212

surface etc. [8, 36, 37].213

Moreover, the depth measurements are also affected214

by the instability over time, which results in flickering215

spots [8]. Flickering occurs even on a scene with static216

objects (see Figure 2); here, we can observe the unstable217

nature of valid depth values for certain pixels. More-218

over, Figure 3 (b) shows that a Kinect reports both in-219

valid values (the spikes on the plots) and valid values220

t t + 1 t + 2 t + 3 … t + k 

t t + 1 t + 2 t + 3 t + 4 t + 5 … t + k 

Input stream 

Output stream 

Sliding window of frames 

Depth frame enhancement algorithm  

t + 4 

Figure 4: Illustration of sliding window of frames in 1D LMedS
– number of frames inside the slide window is 4 and total number of
frames is k.

for the same pixels in a sequence of frames, although221

the objects are static. Besides, Figure 3 (c) shows that222

the valid depth values, inside the circled marked areas223

of Figure 3 (b), also differ for the same pixels in the224

sequence of frames. We take this unstable nature into225

consideration and apply 1D LMedS to replace the un-226

stable and invalid values with valid stable depth values.227

4. Least Median of Squares228

The Least Median of Squares (LMedS) [20] is
a statistical technique for robust regression of a p-
dimensional sample set (xi, yi), which minimizes the
median of the squared residuals ri

2 over a set of esti-
mates θ in Rp. Here, ri and θ are expressed as in Equa-
tion 1 and Equation 2:

ri(n) = yi − (xi1θ̂1+· · ·+xi(p−1)θ̂p−1 + xipθ̂p) (1)

θ = (θ1, θ2, · · · , θp)t (2)

Basically, a vector n represents a hyperplane that, in a229

certain way, describes the linear dependency of yi from230

the p−1 variables in xi. LMedS is known to be robust to231

false matches and outliers while fitting equations to the232

observed dataset. It estimates the data points by solv-233

ing the nonlinear minimization problem which is ri(n).234

The outliers from the dataset can be filtered out by us-235

ing a robust standard deviation σ̂ which uses the min-236

imum median of ri(n). But, the LMedS estimator be-237

comes computationally expensive when the dimension238

p of sample set (xi, yi) gets bigger. In our approach,239

we propose to use a one dimensional LMedS which is a240

good fit for the nature of our problem domain and its im-241

plementation in such problem domain is also efficient.242

5. Proposed strategy243

To enhance the depth frames by filling the invalid244

depth values din vld and unstable valid depth values du vld245

with stable valid depth values ds vld, we introduce a 1D246

LMedS approach which is robust to outliers. We apply247
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Figure 5: Illustration of 1D LMedS on one depth pixel in a sliding
window. The thick gray line shows the real distance of a scene object
over time. The checked circles represent depth values dt+i−1 obtained
in k consecutive frames. The thin black line approximates the gray
line by calculating the estimator m i.e. by minimizing the median
of the absolute distances to the depth values, visualized by vertical
purple lines. The red marked invalid value at i = 3 and the turquoise
marked outlier at i = 4 are detectable by our 1D LMedS.

the 1D LMedS on a per pixel basis over a sequence of248

frames inside a temporal sliding window. Let us con-249

sider, for example, that we have k consecutive depth250

frames and we take n frames in a sliding window (see251

Figure 4). Due to Kinect’s nature of depth value genera-252

tion, we get different depth values di for any single pixel253

for the n previous consecutive frames inside the sliding254

window. We apply the 1D LMedS on this set of depth255

values which vary along the temporal domain.256

The name 1D LMedS (one dimensional LMedS)257

comes from the concept that the depth values di of a258

certain pixel (x,y) changes only in one dimension that259

is along the temporal domain i.e. over the consecutive260

frames. Our goal is to locate the invalid and unstable261

depth values (which we consider as outliers) from the262

set of depth values of each pixel and replace them with263

a stable valid depth value. An illustration of 1D LMedS264

on k consecutive frames is depicted in Figure 5. Our265

depth enhancement strategy is based on three principle266

steps. For each pixel inside the sliding window ( i.e. for267

the n consecutive frames):268

• detect if there are invalid depth values din vld.269

• detect if the valid depth values dvld are fluctuating270

from one frame to another.271

• if the dvld are fluctuating, find the outliers among272

the dvld, remove them and process the inliers to get273

a final stable depth value ds vld for that pixel. Also274

replace the din vld with the ds vld.275

din_vld detector 

du_vld detector 

Inlier and 
outlier detector Inliers  

������� 

Assign ds_vld to that 
pixel of all the frames 

in the sequence  
Final ds_vld 

��� 

Figure 6: Block diagram of the processing steps of 1D LMedS –
the red dots in the frame sequence represent one pixel of the frames.

902,    904,        923,     2047,     906,       903 

2, 21, 1145, 4, 1 2, 19, 1143, 2, 1 1, 1, 20, 1144, 3 . . . 

Step 1 
(absolute distance) 

Step 2 (median) 

4, 2, 20, 1143, 4, 3 

Step 3 (minimum median) 2 � Corresponding depth value = 904 

avg 

final depth value 

902,   904,      923,  2047,    906,      903 

2, 21, 1145, 4, 1 2, 19, 1143, 2, 1 . 1, 1, 20, 1144, 3 

4, 2, 20, 1143, 4, 3 

2 �

inliers outliers inliers outliers 

Depth values 
of a pixel 

R0 R1 Ri 

Figure 7: Illustration of 1D LMedS for one pixel in the n consecu-
tive frames – the values on the top green box are the raw depth values
obtained for one pixel over the frames inside the sliding window.

The processing steps of 1D LMedS are depicted in276

Figure 6. For detecting din vld, we look for the pixels277

which have invalid depth values; the depth value of pix-278

els with invalid depth can be found in [8, 37]. To de-279

tect the unstable depth values du vld from the set of valid280

depth values dvld for the n frames, we use the standard281

deviation σ̂ of the depth values for the n frames and282

then compare with certain constraints (stated in Equa-283

tion 4) to remove them as outliers. A detailed descrip-284

tion of these processes is explained in the following285

paragraphs.286

To remove the outliers and fill the invalid depth values287

for a certain pixel, we calculate the estimator m which288

is the minimum of the medians of absolute residuals Ri289

for each depth value di of the set of depth values for n290

consecutive frames. In 1D LMedS, we use the absolute291

difference for getting the residuals Ri among the depth292

values di; in [20], R2
i is used to avoid negative values.293

The whole calculation process is illustrated in Fig-294

ure 7. Here, in step 1, for a set of depth values di, we295

calculate absolute difference for each depth value to the296

rest of the depth values for that pixel. So, we obtain a set297

of residuals for each depth values of di. In Figure 7, the298
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first set of absolute distances i.e. R0 = {2, 21, 1145, 4, 1}299

are calculated for the first depth value 902, R1 for the300

second depth value 904 and so on. In step 2, we calcu-301

late the medians from each set of residuals Ri and then,302

in step 3, we calculate the 1D LMedS estimator m which303

is the minimum of the medians. Equation 3 shows the304

formula to calculate m.305

Ri(di)
(i, j:1,······ ,n)

= {|di − d j|, i f i ! j}

m = min
(i:1,······ ,n)

median Ri(di)
(3)

After that, we retrieve the corresponding depth value
whose index matches the index of m. Here, in step 3, we
can see that the value of m is 2; which originates from
the second set of residuals R1. As R1 originates from
the second depth value 904, we use the value of m and
the retrieved depth value (904) for the rest of the pro-
cess of 1D LMedS. We calculate the standard deviation
σ̂ and weight wi, which decide if a certain depth value
is an inlier or outlier, according to the formula stated in
Equation 4. After we obtain inliers and outliers, we fi-
nally obtain the stable valid depth value by taking the
average of the inliers.

σ̂ = 1.4826
!
1 +

5
n − 1

"
m

wi =

#
1, i f r ≤ 2.5σ̂
0, otherwise.

(4)

The constant 1.4826 of Equation 4 is a coefficient to306

achieve the optimal efficiency in the presence of Gaus-307

sian noise, 5/(n − 1) is used to compensate the effect of308

using a small set of data and the constant 2.5 is used with309

σ̂ because in a Gaussian situation there will be very few310

residuals larger than 2.5σ̂; for a detailed explanation of311

the coefficients, please look at pages 17, 29, 44, 131,312

132 and 202 in [38]. However, this process needs quite313

some time to traverse for all the depth values of each314

pixel for these n frames. Because, in Figure 7, we can315

see that to obtain the absolute distances Ris, we need to316

check each depth value to the rest of the depth values to317

get the Ris which takes quite some time. Therefore, to318

reduce the calculation of Ris, we adapt a fast data traver-319

sal procedure to fit 1D LMedS.320

Fast data traversal procedure for 1D LMedS. The321

fast data traversal procedure is stated in Algorithm 1.322

We apply this procedure for each of the depth values di323

of every pixel of the n frames. Algorithm 1 shows the324

pseudocode for fast traversal for one pixel over the n325

frames. Here, the fast traversal occurs due to the faster326

Algorithm 1 Fast traversal for the depth values of one
pixel
1: procedure
2: Define MAX 10000
3: int idx = 0, n ◃ n = no. of frames in the window
4: Float diff, depthVal[n], preFinalDepthVal
◃ depthVal[n] contains the unsorted depth values
of a pixel

5: depthVal_S[n]=sorted depth values of depthVal[n]
◃ values of depthVal_S[n] are in ascending order

6: min← Float MAX
7: for int i = 0 to n−1

2 do
8: diff = depthVal_S

$
i + n

2

%
− depthVal_S [i]

9: if diff < min then
10: min = di f f
11: idx← i
12: end if
13: end for
14: preFinalDepthVal =

depthVal_S
$
idx+ n

2
%
+depthVal_S[idx]

2
15: end procedure

computation of the minimum of medians m (stated as327

idx in Algorithm 1). Here, before beginning the calcu-328

lation of obtaining m and corresponding depth value, we329

sort the depth values di (see line 5 of Algorithm 1) and330

split the traversal path to half of the window size. The331

validity and efficiency of using half of the sorted sam-332

ple data (i.e. splitting the sorted depth values into half)333

rather than checking each data to the rest of the other334

data one by one (which we previously did in Figure 7)335

is stated in [20]. We adapt this time-efficient median336

calculation process into 1DLMedS to reduce the overall337

residual (i.e. difference between the depth values) cal-338

culation time for each of the sorted depth values inside339

the window. After we obtain the minimum difference340

(see line 10 of Algorithm 1), we find the index idx of341

the minimum difference (see line 11) and retrieve the342

depth value which has this minimum index idx (see line343

14). Based on this depth value and index idx, we calcu-344

late the σ̂, and find the inliers and outliers according to345

wi of Equation 4. Then we take the average of the depth346

values of the inliers as the final depth value.347

In this way, 1D LMedS enhances a certain depth348

frame ti by assigning stable valid depth values for each349

pixel of ti. Then the sliding window moves one frame350

further to enhance the next frame ti+1. It is worth to351

mention that, from the (n + 1)th frame ( (t + 4)th frame352

on the output stream in Figure 4) we would observe the353

enhanced depth frame. For the (n+2)th frame ( (t+5)th354

frame in Figure 4) and later ones, we just have to wait355

for one extra frame’s calculation.356
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Remote site Local site 

Data stream while 1D LMedS is processing 
the frames inside the window of frames 

Data stream after 1D LMedS processing
is finished for the window of frames 

Depth image  
with artifacts 

Enhanced  
depth image

Processing time for the  
first window of frames 

Figure 8: Illustration of using 1D LMedS in a telepresence sce-
nario – the depth image on the right screen of the local site is en-
hanced by 1D LMedS while the left depth image shows artifacts (since
the processing of the frames inside the sliding window is in progress).

6. Example use case: telepresence357

1D LMedS can be applied to enhance the depth358

frames in many application areas such as in 3D re-359

construction of a scene, tracking or forensic analysis.360

Telepresence, an emerging application area which often361

needs 3D scene reconstruction, can benefit from the 1D362

LMedS depth enhancement method. In case of telepres-363

ence, our 1D LMedS can be used to enhance the stream364

of frames received from the remote site of the commu-365

nication. There are typically two sides of communica-366

tion in a traditional telepresence system, which are: lo-367

cal site and remote site. Users staying at each site can368

communicate and interact with each other via network369

channel; their surrounding environment is captured and370

transmitted to the other end of the communication site.371

Figure 8 illustrates a typical telepresence scenario along372

with how 1D LMedS can be applied to such scenario.373

Since, in case of 1D LMedS, we use a sliding win-374

dow of frames to enhance the tith frame, we will see the375

enhanced tith frame after processing the frames inside376

the sliding window. While the frames inside the sliding377

window are being processed, the users will observe the378

frames with artifacts, but as soon as the processing is379

finished and the sliding window moves to the next win-380

dow of frames, they will start observing the enhanced381

stream. As stated in the last paragraph of Section 5, for382

the later sliding window, only one frame’s worth cal-383

culation time is needed since the 1D LMedS calculation384

for others frames have already been done while process-385

ing the frames inside the previous sliding window. Sim-386

ilarly, 1D LMedS can be applied to other applications387

(e.g. in tracking) which involves a sequence of frames388

to be processed before carrying out a certain task.389

7. Results and discussion390

In this section, we perform a set of experiments391

to evaluate the overall performance of proposed 1D392

LMedS approach of enhancing a depth image sequence.393

Here, we use several datasets among which some are394

captured locally with Kinect v1 and three others (one is395

from Camplani et. al. [8] and two are from Middlebury396

RGB-D database [39]) are used as reference datasets.397

Here we use depth data from Kinect v1 sensor because,398

most of the reference works have been pursued by us-399

ing Kinect v1 sensor. The local datasets and the dataset400

from [8] have the resolution of 480×640 while Mid-401

dlebury datasets have 555×690 resolution. We use the402

Middlebury datasets for the quantitative evaluation and403

other datasets for the qualitative evaluation.404

To compare the results, we use five state-of-the-art405

methods which are the joint bilateral filtering approach406

[8, 28] from Camplani et. al., the depth-color fusion407

method [9] from Garcia et. al., depth smoothing method408

[37] from Nguyen et. al. and the trilateral approach409

[31] from Wang et.al. To achieve a fair comparison sce-410

nario during the experiments, we tuned the parameters411

of these methods to achieve the best results as stated in412

those respective methods. Our CPU implementation of413

1D LMedS is performed on a Macbook Pro with an Intel414

Core i7 2.3 GHz processor and 8GB RAM. In Section415

7.1 and Section 7.2, we present the qualitative and the416

quantitative performance comparison respectively.417

7.1. Performance on real-world depth sequences418

We tested 1D LMedS on various datasets which are419

captured locally and on a dataset from [8]. Since we did420

not find any reference sequence of depth frames which421

was captured with a camera that was kept static while422

recording, we used local datasets and image sequences423

from [8] to evaluate the performance of 1D LMedS.424

Figure 9 shows the performance of 1D LMedS on425

three different datasets. Here, the images on the top426

three rows are captured locally and the images of 4th427

row are taken from [8]. Here, the images in the 2nd428

row and the images in the 3rd, 4th and 5th column of429

3rd and 4th rows of Figure 9 show the performance of430

1D LMedS with different number of frames in the slid-431

ing window. As expected, with the number of frames432

increased in the sliding window, the chance of getting433

better values for the pixels are also increased and hence,434

we observe that more and more artifacts are removed435

with bigger sliding windows. In Figure 10 we show the436

comparison results among two reference depth enhance-437

ment methods ([9] and [37]) and our 1D LMedS on local438

datasets and the dataset of [8]. From this figure, we can439

see that 1D LMedS performs quite well in removing the440

artifacts compared to the reference methods.441

We applied 1D LMedS to both static and moving442

parts of the captured scene. 1D LMedS worked quite443
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RGB image Raw depth image 

Enhanced depth images (window size 20) 

RGB images Raw depth images 
Enhanced depth images 

(window size 10) 
Enhanced depth images 

(window size 20) 
Enhanced depth images 

(window size 30) 

Enhanced depth images (window size 30) Enhanced depth images (window size 10) 

Figure 9: 1D LMedS performance with varying window size on different datasets – images on the 2nd row and on the 3rd, 4th and 5th columns
of 3rd and 4th rows are the enhanced depth images by 1D LMedS with window size 10, 20 and 30 respectively. The test image on the 4th row is
the 20th frame which is taken from dataset [8] and the images on the other three rows are captured locally on various days.

well with static parts of the scene (see Figure 11(a –444

e)) while stabilizing the depth values over consecutive445

frames (see Figure 11(d – e)). We can also perceive the446

performance of 1D LMedS by comparing Figure 11(e)447

to Figure 2(b). Here, we used 25 frames in the sliding448

window. For the moving parts of the scene, 1D LMedS449

also performed good in filling the missing depth val-450

ues (see Figure 12 and Figure 13). It is worth to men-451

tion that, for a scene with moving objects, we use a452

smaller sliding window size than a scene with static ob-453

jects while the implementation of 1D LMedS remains454

the same in both cases. If we use similar window sizes455

in dynamic scenes as in static scenes, we would ob-456

serve ghosting artifacts in the resulting images (see the457

gray shadow near the edge of the chair, marked with458

purple rectangle and zoomed for clear visualization, in459

Figure 13). Another issue to mention here is, when a460

pixel does not have a valid depth value throughout the461

whole sliding window, that pixel continues to remain as462

a black spot. It is also true for a large area with missing463

depth value (see the orange ellipse marked area in Fig-464

ure 13). Increasing window size in the hope for finding465

valid depth values for such pixels might work but that466

would result in lower computation speed and increased467

overall latency [40]. In Figure 12, we show the original468

and enhanced images after pixel aligning the original469

and enhanced depth images to their corresponding color470

images; the images are rendered in OpenGL. For the re-471

sults of Figure 12 and 13, we used 30 and 35 frames,472

respectively, in the sliding window.473

With a bit more careful observation of the enhanced474

depth images, we found out that our 1D LMedS pre-475

serves the sharpness of the edges of different objects476

better than most of these mentioned methods, see the red477
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RGB Images Raw depth Images 
Enhanced by depth  
map smoothing [37] 

Enhanced by depth - 
color fusion [9] 

Enhanced by our  
1D LMedS 

RGB Image Raw depth Image 

Enhanced by depth map smoothing [37] Enhanced by depth-color fusion [9] Enhanced by our 1D LMedS yyy

Figure 10: Comparison of results on datasets captured locally and from [8] with our 1D LMedS, depth smoothing method [37] and fusion
based enhancement[9] – the images on 2nd row and on the 3rd, 4th and 5th columns of 3rd and 4th rows are the enhanced depth images by method
[37], by method [9] and by our 1D LMedS respectively. The test image on the 4th row is the 20th frame of the dataset [8] and the images on the
other three rows are captured locally.

marked area and the zoomed parts in Figure 14. Here,478

we take the method of [31] to compare the enhancement479

results. On the surface of the objects, the method from480

[31] produces quite nice results, however it suffers along481

the edge of the objects. Moreover, we also notice that482

the method in [31] highly depends on a very accurate483

registration between the color and the depth image pairs.484

If the color image and depth image pair is not perfectly485

aligned, this method shows blurry object edges. This is486

due to the fact that the color of an object in the color487

image can be considered to be belonging to a different488

object in the corresponding depth image pair. Here, for489

example on the first and third row in Figure 14, the edge490

of the nose and mouth of the person, and the edge of the491

right side of the chair are mistakenly considered to be492

belonging to both the background and the foreground.493

This results in blurry edges which have depth values494

that are mixed from depth values of different objects.495

Besides this, when the background and the foreground496

objects have same color (see the diamond marked areas497

on the color and depth images on the first row of Fig-498

ure 14; here the hair of the person and the background499

have the same color), it also produces artifacts near the500

edges of the objects (see the yellow dotted region on the501

zoomed part of Figure 14) in the depth image. Here too,502

the algorithm mixes the depth values from both objects.503

In 1D LMedS, we do not face these issues since we only504

need the depth sequence for the enhancement.505

Moreover, 1D LMedS takes far less time to enhance506

a single frame than other methods. For example, to en-507

hance one frame of Dataset 1, 1D LMedS takes only508

0.14 second (see the value in the 4th column of 2nd row509

in Table 1), whereas, the method in [31] takes more510

than 20 minutes (1200 seconds) due to its time consum-511
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(f) 

Figure 11: Results with static object – (a) color image, (b,d) raw
depth image, (c) enhanced depth image by 1D LMedS, (e) 4 consec-
utive depth frames (zoomed for clear visibility) with stable depth val-
ues, (f) the depth values (before and after applying 1D LMedS) of 3
pixels on the 4 frames of (b) show that the enhanced frames have sta-
ble depth values for all of these 3 pixels over the consecutive frames.

� (a) (b) 

Figure 12: Results-1 with moving object – (a) image with raw depth
map, (b) image with enhanced depth map by 1D LMedS. Here, the
depth images are pixel aligned to their corresponding color images.

ing energy minimization computation. Due to this high512

computation, similar color image based methods such513

as [9, 30–32] are not suitable for real-time applications.514

Table 1 shows the performance of proposed 1D515

LMedS in terms of frames per second (fps) on the four516

datasets we used in our experiments. In Table 1, we517

refer Dataset 1 to the images on the 1st and 2nd rows of518

Figure 9, Dataset 2 to the images on the 3rd row of Fig-519

ure 9, Dataset 3 to the images on the 4th row of Figure 9520

and Dataset 4 to the images on the 2nd row of Figure 10.521

We show here the performance by varying the number522

of frames in the sliding window. As an example, for the523

Dataset 1 with 25 frames in the sliding window (ws =524

25), we achieved a performance of 8 fps with our CPU525

implementation of 1D LMedS.526

� (a) (b) 

( )(c) (d) ( )(e) 

zoomed  part 

Figure 13: Results-2 with moving object – (a,d) raw depth images,
(b,e) enhanced depth images by 1D LMedS, (c) color image (part of
frame 244 from [8]). The black area marked with orange ellipses in
(b) and (e) occurs because the depth sensor cannot visualize that area
and hence, there is no depth information for that area. The ghost-
ing artifact (a trail of gray shadow) marked with purple rectangle and
zoomed in (b) occurs due to two reasons: the object is moving and we
take 35 frames in the sliding window.

Table 1: Performance, in frames per second (fps), of 1D LMedS by
varying the sliding window size (ws) on four local datasets.

Datasets fps
(ws:10)

fps
(ws:20)

fps
(ws:25)

fps
(ws:30)

Dataset 1 12 10 8 7
Dataset 2 13 11 8 7
Dataset 3 12 9 7 6
Dataset 4 12 10 7 6

In Figure 15 and Figure 16, we depict a comparison527

result between the method [37] and 1D LMedS on a se-528

quence of 100 frames on two local datasets. The depth529

values plotted on both figures are for the pixels marked530

by the yellow dot on the depth images. In both cases, we531

observe that our proposed 1D LMedS outperforms the532

method [37] in removing the invalid depth values while533

stabilizing the valid depth values.534

7.2. Performance on artificially degraded Kinect depth535

sequences536

Here, we perform yet another comparison experiment537

for an extensive evaluation of the performance of our538

1D LMedS. This time we take reference datasets (the539

’Art’ and the ’Book’) which is publicly available in the540

Middlebury depth datasets [39]. Since we perform a541

quantitative experiment here, we use standard metrics542

such as PSNR (Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio) and SSIM543
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Enhanced by 

our 1D LMedS 

zoomed part 
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zoomed part 
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Figure 14: Detailed comparison of results based on the marked ar-
eas of the three datasets with our 1D LMedS and trilateral method
[31] – a) color images, (b) depth images, (c, d): enhanced depth im-
ages by trilateral method [31], by our 1D LMedS method respectively.
The test image on the 2nd row is the 20th frame of the dataset [8] and
the images on the other 2 rows are captured locally.

(Structural SIMilarity) index for the reference datasets.544

Now, since ground truth depth images are required to545

compute the PSNR and SSIM metrics and, since Mid-546

dlebury datasets provide the ground truth depth images,547

we follow the procedure stated in [32] to generate ar-548

tificially Kinect-like degraded depth images. In [32],549

the authors create the structural missing phenomenon550

of Kinect’s depth images along the areas with depth dis-551

continuities and the random missing phenomenon on552

the areas which are flat.553

Since we need a sequence of frames for 1D LMedS554

and since the Middlebury datasets do not provide se-555

quence of depth images, we take multiple copies of556

’Art’ and ’Book’ depth images and then apply the557

artificial degradation process from [32] randomly on558

each of these images. Hence, we get a sequence of559

frames which contain Kinect-like degradation on dif-560

ferent places for each of the frames. Then, we apply561

1D LMedS on these sequence of frames and get the562

final enhanced depth image. We can consider this se-563

quence of frames as a part of a static scene where arti-564

facts occurs over the temporal domain, which we have565

also seen in our previous experiment in Figure 11. For566

the other methods [28, 31] to which we compare the567

performance of 1D LMedS, we use the color and depth568

images from the ’Art’ and ’Book’ datasets, and the ar-569

tificial Kinect-like degraded image from [32]. For these570

�
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Figure 15: Comparison of results-1 with method [37] and pro-
posed 1D LMedS on 100 frames of a local dataset – (a) from left
to right – color image, raw depth image, enhanced depth images by
[20] and by 1D LMedS, (b) depth enhancement results (for the pixel
marked by yellow circle) by method [37] and 1D LMedS. 1D LMedS
removes more invalid depth values than method [37] and it also sta-
bilizes the valid depth values which is shown by the blue filled-circle
marked line in (b). In (a), the enhanced frame is the 27th frame of
the 100 frames and in (b), we show the depth values for 80 enhanced
frames (sliding window contains the first 20 frames).

Table 2: Quantitative comparison results of different methods on stan-
dard datasets with artificial Kinect-like degradations. Here, for our 1D
LMedS, sliding window size (ws) is set to 20.

Datasets
Art Book

PSNR (dB) SSIM PSNR (dB) SSIM
Camplani [28] 29.1845 0.9442 26.5911 0.9416

Wang [31] 30.3104 0.9587 26.8854 0.9492
Our 1D LMedS 32.2324 0.9723 28.3123 0.9624

methods [28, 31], the depth recovery process is per-571

formed on this artificially degraded depth image.572

To compute the PSNR and SSIM metrics, we con-573

sider the ground truth depth images from the ’Art’ and574

’Book’ datasets as the reference depth images, and the575

enhanced depth images as the images to be compared576

against the reference depth images. Figure 17 shows577

the color images, artificially degraded depth images and578

enhanced depth images results by [28], [31] and our579

1D LMedS respectively. Table 2 shows the PSNR and580

SSIM metrics which reflects the quantitative compari-581

son among these methods.582

When we take a closer look at the results (see Fig-583

ure 17) of different depth image enhancement methods,584

we observe that all of them perform fine to recover the585

missing depth values on the surface areas which are flat.586

However, the difference among these methods lies in587
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Figure 16: Comparison of results-2 with method [37] and 1D
LMedS on 100 frames of another local dataset – here also, 1D
LMedS removes more invalid depth values than method [37] and sta-
bilizes the valid depth values (see the blue filled-circled line in (b)).

Table 3: Quantitative comparison results of 1D LMedS by varying the
sliding window size (ws) on standard datasets with artificial Kinect-
like degradations.

Window size(ws)
Datasets

Art Book
PSNR (dB) SSIM PSNR (dB) SSIM

10 31.7458 0.9651 27.8957 0.9573
20 32.2324 0.9723 28.3123 0.9624
25 32.6981 0.9774 28.7923 0.9682
30 33.0148 0.9802 29.1635 0.9710

the enhanced areas near the edges of the objects where588

the structural discontinuity occurred inside the degraded589

depth images. Although, all of these methods recover590

the edges, the results from methods [28] and [31] show591

blurry object edges, whereas our 1D LMedS preserves592

the sharpness of the object’s edges. The result of this593

subjective comparison is also reflected in the PSNR and594

SSIM metrics in Table 2 where 1D LMedS outperforms595

the other methods. We show the PSNR and SSIM met-596

rics of our 1D LMedS with different sliding window size597

(ws) on the Middlebury datasets with artificial Kinect-598

like degradations in Table 3.599

As an alternative of using the depth values of only600

the current pixel in the sliding window of frames, we601

also considered using regional information surrounding602

the current pixel. We can use a patch of size p×p and603

take the average of the depth values of the pixels in-604

side this patch and use that value as the current pixel’s605

depth value while processing the frames in the sliding606

window. Here, the method of 1D LMedS remains the607

same, except, instead of taking just one depth value608

from the current pixel, we consider the patch as a vec-609

tor of consecutive depth values. We test this approach610

for the pixels with invalid depth values. While test-611

ing this idea, we found out that taking a smaller patch612

(3×3) and smaller sliding window size doesn’t neces-613

sarily improve the depth enhancement performance; be-614

cause, there were not enough valid depth values in the615

patches. However, we got a slightly better result with616

patch size 7×7; the improvements were mostly in the617

areas which have large areas with invalid depth values.618

However, we observe a noticeable decrease in compu-619

tational speed and increase in latency with such bigger620

patch size. Therefore, we decide not to include the out-621

come from this idea in this article and plan to improve622

on this idea with a better formulation and keep it as fu-623

ture work.624

7.3. Limitations625

Our approach has some limitations. Firstly, we can-626

not recover invalid depth values or noise that persist in627

one region of the depth image sequence with our 1D628

LMedS method (see the black area marked with orange629

ellipses in Figure 13(b) and (e). In this case, regional630

information, such as using a patch of neighboring pix-631

els, might be useful to refine the large areas with arti-632

facts. Secondly, we may see ghosting artifacts if we set633

the size of the sliding window too large (see the gray-634

shadowed area marked with a purple rectangle in Fig-635

ure 13(b)). Ghosting artifacts may also occur for fast-636

moving objects, where depth values change drastically637

from one frame to another. We considered using our638

previous method from [35] base on optical flow mo-639

tion vectors to further reduce ghosting. That method,640

however, works well with small temporal windows sizes641

(the experiments in [35] used a window with five im-642

age frames) and increasing the window size might in-643

crease ghosting due to accumulating errors in optical644

flow calculations. Thus, optimal temporal windows645

sizes for the method described in this paper and the646

method from [35] are not compatible. For future work,647

we can envision a meta algorithm that classifies image648

regions based on optical flow. The method from [35]649

could then be applied to regions with large optical flow,650

while the method proposed in this paper could be ap-651

plied to regions with smaller optical flow. Although, 1D652

LMedS exhibits fewer edge-bleeding artifacts, it could653

be further reduced by using an anisotropic diffusion654

approach along with structural similarity of depth and655

color frames. Moreover, a GPU implementation of 1D656

LMedS would allow us to enhance the depth frames in657

real time.658
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Figure 17: Subjective comparison results on datasets ’Art’ and ’Book’ from Middlebury database [39] with artificial Kinect-like degrada-
tions – a) color images, (b) degraded depth images, (c – e): enhanced depth images by method [28], method [31] and our 1D LMedS respectively.
The zoomed parts below the 2nd row show detailed comparison, among these methods, on preserving the sharpness of the object’s edges.

8. Conclusion659

We have introduced a robust 1D LMedS approach660

which can efficiently enhance the depth images gener-661

ated by depth cameras. The output of our proposed ap-662

proach shows good performance in filling the invalid663

depth values and stabilizing the valid values for static664

and dynamic parts of a scene. We have used local665

datasets and reference datasets to show the performance666

of 1D LMedS. For all the test datasets, our 1D LMedS667

method exhibits good performance. Moreover, we have668

also used other reference methods on the test datasets669

to compare results with 1D LMedS; in this case also,670

1D LMedS performs quite good comparing with other671

methods. The proposed 1D LMedS is computationally672

less expensive than higher dimensional LMedS and its673

implementation procedure on depth frames is efficient.674

Since the proposed 1D LMedS performs quite well675

in removing the invalid depth values and stabilizing the676

inconsistent valid depth values (considered as outliers),677

one might apply 1D LMedS to address the so called ‘fly-678

ing pixel’ [41] issues found in the content generated by679

ToF sensors. Such pixel’s depth values could also be680

identified as outliers and be stabilized with 1D LMedS.681
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